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ABSTRACT- Incremental software development offers products in releases where each release provides additional or 

modified functionality compared to the previous release. Incremental delivery of software products provides business 

value earlier and allows for quicker reception of customer feedback. Release planning for incremental software 

development assigns features to releases such that technical, resource, risk, and budget constraints are met. A feature 

can be offered as part of a release only if all of its necessary tasks are done before the given release date. We assume a 

given pool of human resources with different degrees of productivity to perform different types of tasks. In the context 

of release planning, the question studied in this paper is how to allocate these resources to the tasks of implementing 

the features such that the value gained from the released features is maximized. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Planning of software releases and allocation of resources cannot be handled in isolation. To address the inherent 

difficulty of this process, we propose a two-phase optimization approach called OPTIMIZE RASORP that combines 

the strength of two existing solution methods. 

Phase 1 applies integer linear programming to a relaxed version of the full problem. 

Phase 2 uses genetic programming in a reduced search space to generate operational resource allocation plans. The 

method is evaluated for a series of 600 randomly generated problems with varying problem parameters. The results 

are compared with a heuristic that locally allocates resources based on a greedy search. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A release planning meeting is used to create a release plan, which lays out the overall process. The release plan is then 

used to create iteration plans for each individual iteration. It is important for technical people to make the technical 

decisions and business people to make the business decisions. Release planning has a set of rules that allows everyone 

involved with the process to make their own decisions. The rules define a method to negotiate a schedule everyone 

can commit to. The essence of the release planning meeting is for the development team to estimate each user story in 

terms of ideal programming weeks. An ideal week is how long you imagine it would take to implement that story if 

you had absolutely nothing else to do. No dependencies, no extra work, but do include tests. The customer then 

decides what story is the most important or has the highest priority to be completed. User stories are printed or written 

on cards. Together developers and customers move the cards around on a large table to create a set of stories to be 

implemented as the first (or next) release. 

A useable, testable system that makes good business sense delivered early is desired. When planning by time multiply 

the number of iterations by the process velocity to determine how many user stories can be completed. When planning 

by scope divide the total weeks of estimated user stories by the process velocity to determine how many iterations till 

the release is ready. Individual iterations are planned in detail just before each iteration begins and not in advance. The 

release planning meeting was called the planning game and the rules can be found at the Portland Pattern Repository. 

When the final release plan is created and is displeasing to management it is tempting to just change the estimates for 

the user stories. The estimates are valid and will be required as-is during the iteration planning meetings. 

Underestimating now will cause problems later. Instead negotiate an acceptable release plan. Negotiate until the 

developers, customers, and managers can all agree to the release plan. The base philosophy of release planning is that 

a process may be quantified by four variables; scope, resources, time, and quality. Scope is how much is to be done.  

The major advantage is tasks can be defined to an even more fine-grained level. In addition, managerial support and 

other tasks can be considered here as well. 
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3. EXISTING SYSTEM 

A major problem faced by companies developing or maintaining large and complex systems is determining which 

elements of a typically large set of candidate features should be assigned to which releases of the software. In addition, 

there is the question of how to assign resources accordingly. The solution of this complex problem is of pivotal 

importance for process success. Without good release planning, critical features are not provided at the right time. One 

of the key limitations of current release planning methods is the lack of a systematic process to balance the appropriate 

delivery of features with the resources available. The solution of this complex problem is of pivotal importance for 

process success. Without good release planning, critical features are not provided at the right time. One of the key 

limitations of current release planning methods is the lack of a systematic process to balance the appropriate delivery 

of features with the resources available. 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this process we augment the scope of release planning by examining details of the resource allocation necessary to 

actually develop the features. For that, we assume that each feature is decomposed into a sequence of tasks such as 

design, implementation, and testing. These development tasks can be defined to an even more fine-grained level. In 

addition, managerial support and/or other tasks can be considered here as well. The major advantage is tasks can be 

defined to an even more fine-grained level. In addition, managerial support and other tasks can be considered here as 

well. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The expected practical benefit of the planning method is to provide release plan solutions that achieve a better overall 

business value (e.g., expressed by the degree of stakeholder satisfaction) by better allocation of resources. Without 

ignoring the importance of the human expert in this process, the main contribution of the paper is seen in making the 

overall process more objective and more qualified in terms of the results. This also increases transparency of solutions, 

especially when compared to making subjective ad hoc decisions. Plans for resource allocation and provision of 

features need to be adjusted in the course of a process. It is important to have a qualified starting point for these 

necessary adjustments caused by different changes in process parameter. 
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